
-An Improved NFT for Enterprises’ DAO
-Golden key to enter future Metaverse 
for businesses

CANGOOSE GOVERNANCE pNFT (CGT)



CANGOOSE CONSENSUS FOUNDATION was 
Federally incorporated in Canada in June 2021, it 
headquarters in Vancouver B.C. Canada.

About Cangoose



CGT(CanGoose Token) is a creative puzzle 
like governance Non Fungible Token(pNFT) 
that is developed and built on the Chia 
network, it is a“Greener Blockchain” in 
terms of relying on storage instead of 
energy-intensive computations to secure 
transactions. 

CGT on Chia
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Future Metaverse

Metaverse will be a new 
formation of the future 
economic system, thus it is 
very important and 
essential for business to 
get ready for this 
revolutionary change in 
our economic system.



CGT is the Golden key to enter 
future Metaverse for businesses

Green

Intelligent

Valuable

Cangoose 
Value

CANGOOSE is designed to help enterprises create their own 
affordable blockchain infrastructure, including but not limited 
to a smart loyalty reward and exchange system, as well as 
preforming duty governance for their decentralized 
autonomous organization(DAO) . 

Our Goal is : In 6 years, help 169 business 
complete their tokenization process.
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Our Achievements

  dPOOL
CONCHIA

We have established a brand new dPool 
for Chia farming, Conchia is a new pool 
style for Chia ecosystem with the 
decentralized, distributed and storage 
shared pooling structure for not only 
farmers but also other pools. The core 
concept of this dPOOL is: under the 
principle of sharing storage computing 
power, using decentralized 
distribution and STORAGEFi to form a 
community of common interests 
of the farmers and other pools.

We finished nearly 1 
PETABYTE plotting 
space on the Chia 
network for farming

   Chia 
Farming

GameFi
Design

Black 
Hole

We have developed our 
own black hole burning 
protocol to ensure 
CANGOOSE continues to 
be a deflationary 
blockchain ecosystem on 
Chia network.

We have started 
our mystery box 
GameFi design



POOL.CONCHIA.COM

Conchia is a new style pool of chia ecosystem 
with the decentralized, distributed and storage 
shared pooling structure for not only farmers but 
also other pools.

(Launched)



6 repositories on CANGOOSE GitHub

They include: 

Ø pNFT
Ø Coin Swap
Ø Black hole
Ø Conchia
Ø Portable Chia work 

station-Chialisp editor
Ø Smart payment royalty 

reward card

 https://github.com/cangoosechain



Smart payment royalty reward card



CANGOOSE Smart Green Payment
(Coming Soon) 
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Visa Debit 
Functionality - Visa 
Branded CANGOOSE 
FDIC deposit accounts

Direct Deposit 
for all or part 
of a pay check

Load funds via ACH, 
Green Dot, Western 
Union, Dollar General, 7 
Eleven, PayPal or other 
bill pay locations

Withdraw 
cash at 1 
million+ 
ATMs (US)

Companion cards (i.e. 
two or more cards 
linked to single master 
account can be 
corporate or family 
cards)

Bill payments 
and online 
shopping

Big data to 
analyze and sort 
which is best 
payment card to 
use at a specific 
merchant

Dynamic EMV Chip

The Security Features of CANGOOSE Card

Mic / Speaker

1.73 inch OLED
 Touch Screen

Screen / Biometric - all the
same thickness of card 
(patented manufacturing / 
design

Dynamic Magnetic Strip Signature Box / Charging Points

Biometric Print Reader Bluetooth Antenna and 
GPS Chip / Cell Chip

Members can 
transfer money 
to other 
members 
(remittance)



 CONCHIA Storage unit and COLD WALLET     

The storage unit faced the market already, the cold wallet technology is under development 

(Coming Soon)



Help businesses to bild their own affortable 
blockchain infrastructure with loyalty reward 

and exchange system CANGOOSE’s core technology can allow 
any popular business or brand to be 
able to have their own blockchain as 
part of the Chia blockchain and an off 
shoot or fork as they choose, and that 
will help that company with better 
management, and it will allow them to 
access  their own smart loyalty reward 
system which is really great for 
customer acquisition and retention. 
Most importantly, this core technology 
will prepare them to be ready for the 
new Metaverse era on a business level.



This Exchange system is great for customers, 
great for loyalty and helps business all around

Customers will be able to take part in our 
exchange, while they exchange different loyalty 
rewards out for others. The best part is that we are 
using green blockchain technology, so we are cutting 
down on waste, more efficient. We are using cutting 
edge blockchain technology to provide access for 
enterprises, to enter the Metaverse with their own 
blockchain system and really utilize what’s in there 
for them, which is great for customers, great for 
loyalty and helps business all around.



At the same time, reply on CHIALISP open source community, CANGOOSE will also encourage and 
support the enterprises within the eco-system to create a group of individual green blockchain on a 
enterprise level. Every enterprise on CANGOOSE will be able to issue their own smart royalty 
program,  bring traditional point system new value,  and integrate its NFT with its own corporate culture, 
get ready to emerge in the new Metaverse era.  In other words, based on all what CHIA network offers 
and CHIALISP can do, the decentralized autonomous enterprises on CANGOOSE eco-system will be 
competitively intelligent, greener and more secure. 

The CANGOOSE Governance Non Fungible token(NFT) contains both governance and digitalized value carrier 
functions. The CANGOOSE eco-system is a group of mainnets for their digital assets that build and share together on a 
enterprise level. 

Currently, the CANGOOSE eco-system empowers the tokenization process for tradition business, it is a green and 
efficient solution for this transformation, it is the golden key to enter future Metaverse for business.

The creativity and functionality of CANGOOSE pNFT: CGT is a original governance non fungible token(NFT) that is build 
on the green Chia network.  

CANGOOSE and CHIA

Business



CANGOOSE Tokenomics and Business Model



 Technical operations 

Maintenance costs 
of the mining pool 
and StorageFi

Source of Income

CANGOOSE Source of Income



CANGOOSE CGT Allocation
The core concept of this dPOOL is: under the principle of sharing 
storage computing power, using decentralized distribution and storageFi 
to form a community of common interests of the farmers and other 
pools.

The Participants of this dPOOL are: 
farmers and other pools

Allocation: (calculation is Based on Take 1% technical operation 
and maintenance fee of the production currency)

•  Technical team 0.3% (unlimited reward levels)
0.2% of mining pool promoters and alliance mining 
pools (unlimited reward levels)
•  Marketing promotion: 0.3% (two levels, 0.1% for 
top A level, 0.2% for B level)
•  Airdrop: 0.05% (total revenue)
•  Mystery box: 0.15% (total revenue)



CANGOOSE’s governance pNFT is using the Green blockchain Chia Network as infrastructure, create pNFT(puzzleNFT) model,  fully 
utilize its puzzle like voting, fractional rights and transferable inheritance, to empower the transformation for enterprises into 
decentralized autonomous organization(DAO). For example, For example: in a automotive vehicle manufactory, a employee in a 
production department for making parts, can vote his or her right to a upper management using pNFT governance right all the way 
to CANGOOSE. In order to improve a smarter management environment for business operation and increase liquidity, CANGOOSE 
will separate this pNFT for the business into governance right and digital asset two parts. During this process, business will result in 
a smarter management at no additional cost. 

Puzzle like voting can ensure voting in a smart reliable way; fractional rights can benefit governance rights and encourage a better 
reward system; transferable inheritance can solve the pain point of loosing digital asset due to unexpected event. Trough smart 
contract, CANGOOSE can help business mandate its governance right and inheritance, when a preset condition triggers, the smart 
contract will implement the specified closure. 

Puzzle Like 
Voting

Fractional 
Rights

 
Transferable 
Inheritance

Functionality of CANGOOSE CGT



Module 1

CGT pNFT module reserved for black holes(Multi-
signature)

 The value of each pNFT mojos cannot be increased or 
decreased

 The total supply is Reserved 
 The mojos designed to be destroyed can only be 

transferred to the black hole for destruction the pNFT 
module;

 And when that mojo is destroyed, the black hole will 
generated the destruction of a pNFT and a reward 

pNFT at the same time.

Module 2

The pNFT black hole 
destruction module:

there is No private key in 
this module, it contains two 

modes:
 a.Reserved destruction 

acceptance mode
 b.Unconditional destruction 

acceptance mode

Module 3

Black hole destruction reward pNFT 
module

In this module, it has Multi-signature 
design

 Black hole rewards pNFT for 
participating the destruction, and 
reward with certain percentage of 

mojos (1% of the total reserved 
destruction tokens)

 CGT integrates with its own Green Black Hole Agreement,
 the mechanisms consist with 3 modules

 Each pNFT has 100 mojos



vWe believe that a greener blockchain is the core infrastructure for 
future Metaverse

vWe believe decentralized autonomous organization(DAO) is the 
primary spirit for a greener blockchain

vWe believe Intellectual Property (IP) for business is the main 
element for a successful DAO

CANGOOSE Vision



The CANGOOSE green smart royalty reward system links business with Chia eco-system, completes its tokenization infrastructure 
foundation, forms a realistic value exchange system between the business’ branding, employees, supply chain, private domain 
traffic, and creativity on a enterprise-grade. 

With Web 3.0 and Metraverse incoming, it makes to mandatory for business to adapt to a new economic form. CANGOOSE is 
designed to help enterprises create their own affordable blockchain infrastructure, including but not limited to a smart loyalty 
reward and exchange system, as well as preforming duty governance
 for their decentralized autonomous organization(DAO) . 

With green black hole protocol technology 
and dPOOL magnesium, 
smart payment system, 
greener storage unit and clod wallet, 
CANGOOSE will help enterprises complete their blockchain 
infrastructure architecture with high efficient speed and a very 
affordable price.  

CANGOOSE Blockchain Solution



CANGOOSE eco-system empowers the tokenization process
for tradition business, it is a green and 
efficient solution for this transformation, it is the golden key to enter future 
Metaverse. 

CANGOOSE would like to invite everyone, business and global consumers to join our eco-system, 
explore and embrace a greener, better Metaverse together. 

                                                                                                              Thank you for watching. 

                                                                               We hope to see you soon on CANGOOSE platform.



DISCLAIMER
 
CANGOOSE CONSENSUS FOUNDATION. does not warrant this The BUSENESS PLAN for any particular purpose. It is provided “as is” and on an “as available” basis. CANGOOSE 
CONSENSUS FOUNDATION. disclaims, to The fullest extent of The law, any warranty of any kind, whether express or implied, as to any matter relating to this The BUSENESS PLAN, 
including without limitation The implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement. Use of this The BUSINESS PLAN is at your own risk. 
All content on this The BUSINESS PLAN is presented as of The date published or indicated. It may not reflect current opinions or events. Although The information and data 
provided on this The BUSINESS PLAN are obtained or compiled from sources believed to be reliable, CANGOOSE CONSENSUS FOUNDATION. cannot and does not guarantee The 
accuracy, validity, timeliness or completeness of any information, data or opinions made available to you for any particular purpose. This The BUSINESS PLAN may include 
forward-looking statements, which are based on current opinions, expectations and projections. CANGOOSE CONSENSUS FOUNDATION. expressly disclaims any duty to update or 
revise any information, opinion or forwardlooking statement appearing on this The BUSINESS PLAN. Decisions based on information contained in this The BUSINESS PLAN are 
solely The individual’s responsibility. CANGOOSE CONSENSUS FOUNDATION. will not be liable for any decision made, action or inaction taken in reliance to information or data in  
The BUSINESS PLAN and under no circumstances is information available on The BUSINESS PLAN in order to be construed as investment advice or recommendations. All 
individuals who enter The site hereby agree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless CANGOOSE CONSENSUS FOUNDATION. and its wholely-owned affiliates, and Their directors, 
officers, employees and agents, from and against any and all claims, liabilities, damages, losses or expenses (including attorney fees and expenses) arising out of or in any way 
connected with a person’s access to or use of CANGOOSE CONSENSUS FOUNDATION’s The BUSINESS PLAN. The phtographics of this Business Plan may contain sources from the 
internet, CANGOOSE CONSENSUS FOUNDATION does not reserve the copyright for such event.

https://cencondata.com/cangoose


